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Storyboard
Please wear your virtual reality headset.
the player is set in a white empty space, there is a dark silhouette on the horizon, when the player approaches, the silhouette is defined as an ominous androgynous giant. by drawing a pattern the player awakens the giant, talks to her and then gets grabbed and eaten by her, the scenes ends as the player is swallowed.

scene 1
Scene II

nemesis
the player tumbles down the esophagus of the giant. they fall into a large organic cave filled with a sea of white liquid. the player has to swim in order to float. it is hopeless, they start to sink. when they reach the bottom, the liquid drains and they can explore the cave. they will find some treasures, then they get drained away.

scene II
Katharsis

Scene III

Katharsis
the player is excreted by the giant in a waterfall of dark fluid. Submerging from a pile of excrement they will confront a group of turds armed with police batons, the player can fight back until they eventually get violently beaten up by the turds, an expanding sun covers everything in whiteness.

Scene III
you can now remove your virtual reality headset